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ABSTRACT
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Downscaled rainfall projections from 21 climate models from the CMIP5 archive are used to7

estimate future changes in rainfall erosivity in the continental Unites States. To estimate erosivity8

from rainfall in the absence of sub-hourly data, we have used both daily rainfall values and the9

modified Fournier index–which is based on monthly rainfall accumulation–and derived the scaling10

relationship between rainfall and erosivity from observational estimates of both.11

The expectation of overall increase in erosivity is confirmed by these calculations, but a quan-12

titative assessment is marred by large uncertainties. Specifically, the uncertainty in the method of13

estimation of erosivity is more consequential than that deriving from the spread in climate simu-14

lations, and leads to changes of uncertain sign in parts of the Southwest and Texas.15

We suggest that progress can be made by establishing a more reliable functional relationship16

between daily rainfall and erosivity.17

1. Introduction18

Soil erosion has significant consequences for the productivity of land and the health of the river-19

ine systems that receive the erosion materials. In an eroded soil, nutrients are lost, the effective root20

depth decreases, and runoff increases. In rivers, suspended sediments increase turbidity and trans-21

port pollutants, reducing the health of algae and fish and degrading the quality of drinking water,22

while excess sediments affect spawning fish, lower reservoir storage, and interfere with naviga-23

tion. Erosion by water already causes about 55% of total global erosion (Bridges and Oldeman,24

1999) threatening sustainability and the productive capacity of agriculture (Yang et al., 2003). A25

knowledgeable forecast of how erosion will change in the coming decades is thus necessary to26

plan for land stewardship and ecosystem preservation and it is made more urgent and complex by27

the general expectation that increases in rainfall intensity under global warming (Trenberth et al.28

2003) will exacerbate erosion. There is widespread agreement (Soil and Water Conservation So-29
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ciety, 2003) on an increased risk of soil erosion under climate change, but the potential damage30

needs to be assessed against other drivers such as land cover (e.g., Nearing et al. 2005), and with31

better understanding of the uncertainty due to climate scenarios, spread in the climate projections,32

and methods of translating large scale climate anomalies into forcings for erosion models (e.g.33

Mullan et al. 2012; Zhang 2007; Zhang et al. 2011).34

The forces that affect erosion are summarized in a widely used formula (the Universal Soil35

Loss Equation, USLE) and its derivates (RUSLE1 and RUSLE2) that were developed by the US36

Dept. of Agriculture. The USLE was developed for cropland in the early 1960s (Wischmeier and37

Smith 1965) and was later extended to other land uses (Wischmeier and Smith 1978, Dissmeyer38

and Foster 1980). Between the mid 1990s and the early 2000s, RUSLE1 and RUSLE2 expanded39

on the index based, empirically-derived USLE by use of hybrid models that add process-based40

equations, making these rules land-use independent and able to compute deposition. The empirical41

relationship at the basis of USLE describes soil loss as proportional to an erosivity factor (R, which42

describes the compound effects of the rainfall events that cause erosion), a soil erodibility factor43

(K, which takes into account the soil composition), a topographic factor (LS, basically the slope44

of the terrain), and two other quantities that describe the effect of vegetation, land use, and land45

management (C, the cover-management factor, and P, the support practices factor).46

While climate, vegetation, and soils can all be coupled in complex ways (for example, excessive47

heat and drought can kill the vegetation cover and induce more soil loss, even if rainfall erosivity48

declines; see Nearing et al. 2004), we can start to address the role of climate change on soil erosion49

by first isolating the changes in the erosivity of rainfall while setting aside the impacts of changes50

in vegetation, soil composition and topography, land use and management.51
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The erosivity factor R is defined as the mean annual sum of erosivity from individual storms52

with effective rainfall1, i.e., rainfall greater than 0.5 inches (about 12 mm). In turn storm erosivity53

is computed (Angel et al. 2005) as the product of the rainstorm energy (E, an empirically-derived54

function of intensity and depth of rainfall) and the maximum 30-minute rainfall intensity for the55

storm (I30):56

R = ÂEI30. (1)

The unit land plot in the USLE erosion calculation is assumed to be only about 20m in length;57

accordingly, the formula for erosivity assumes that point-wise measurements of rainfall, i.e. rain58

gauge data, are used. The requirement that we know the maximum 30-minute rainfall intensity59

adds the need for continuous (or at least very high frequency) measurements. These are stringent60

requirements that have made the calculation of erosivity a difficult task even in data rich regions61

such as the continental US (Angel et al. 2005). In response, many approximations to the original62

formula have been developed in the literature. Typically, point-wise erosivity calculated from63

the original definition is used to derive an approximate formula that uses temporally averaged64

rainfall data (from 30 minutes, to annual averages), and the approximation is used for locations65

with sparser data. A field of erosivity values is then extrapolated from the available data points66

using other physical variables as added predictors (e.g. topography, annual mean rainfall, average67

rainfall intensity, or more derived quantities such as the Modified Fournier Index and the Burst68

Factor that will be introduced below).69

The erosivity map for the continental United States that is in use at the Environmental Protection70

Agency was constructed in such a way (Hollinger et al. 2002; Daly and Taylor 2002; Angel et al.71

2005). Annual erosivity could be obtained from the original formula for 1505 stations with 1572

minute resolution. When aggregated via a cluster analysis into 9 climatic regions, this erosivity73

1snow is not considered an erosive event
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dataset was used as the basis for the storm characteristics and erosivity trends assessment published74

by Palecki et al. (2005) and Angel et al. (2005). Nevertheless, missing data and inhomogeneities75

in the length of record made the original R-values unfit as the basis of a continental erosivity76

map. Instead, they were used to statistically determine an approximation for erosivity that used77

only daily data. The full daily precipitation time series in stations collocated or nearby the high-78

frequency gauges were then used to create consistent and complete time series of annual erosivity79

for the period 1971-2000. Finally, the PRISM spatial distribution method of Daly and Taylor80

(2002) was used to draw a complete erosivity map: the method combines the available point81

values for estimated R with the gridded mean annual precipitation at 2.5 arcmin (4 km) resolution,82

under the assumption that additional information on the spatial field structure of R can be inferred83

from the spatial structure of P. As explained below, the erosivity map thus produced is used in this84

study to build our model-based estimate of erosivity and erosivity changes.85

Long and complete daily-resolved rainfall time series are still not too common, and many ap-86

proximate estimates of erosivity that use rainfall records at much coarser temporal resolution have87

been pursued. Among the indices that use monthly-averaged rainfall data, we focus on the Modi-88

fied Fournier Index, F , introduced by Fournier (1960) and Arnoldus (1980) as89

F =

12
Â
j=1

P2
j

12
Â
j=1

Pj

, (2)

where Pj is the monthly mean rainfall for the calendar month j. In this formulation, a month of in-90

tense rainfall is seen to create more erosion than the same rainfall spread over a longer time. Quan-91

titatively, though, the link between F and erosivity is not well constrained by observations. Renard92

and Freimund (1994) proposed a power law for the continental US, but noticed that a quadratic93

formulation was a better fit for high F values; moreover, more recent estimates of the power-law94
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exponent for the same region but using different data have found different values (USDA Agri-95

cultural Research Service 2013). Outside the US, other formulations altogether have also been96

proposed (see for example Table 3 in Schönbrodt-Stitt et al. 2013).97

Although less used for the US, we also present results using the Burst Factor (Smithen and98

Shulze, 1982; 1981), as it provides the example of an index that gives more weight to the most99

intense, and erosive, events. This index, alongside monthly rainfall accumulation, takes as input100

the maximum daily rainfall for the month. In our formulation, it is calculated as101

B =

12
Â
j=1

MjPe
j

12
Â
j=1

Pj

, (3)

where Mj is the maximum daily rainfall in month j and Pe
j approximates the effective rainfall as102

the sum of all daily rainfall with accumulation larger than 12mm.103

The same requirements that make estimating erosivity from observations a complex task, make it104

impossible when using climate models. Even the models with the finest resolution compute values105

for rainfall that are meant to represent averages over hundreds of square kilometers. Moreover,106

even though models use time steps that are less than 30 minutes, practical storage limitations107

restrict the temporal resolution archived to 3 hourly at the finest and, more commonly, 6 hourly or108

daily. Indeed, the volume of data involved in looking at decades of climate simulated by dozens of109

climate models makes even daily data a challenge to work with. How can we then gain an estimate110

of the projected changes in erosivity and potential soil loss for the US?111

Some past studies have circumvented these restrictions by applying idealized changes in pre-112

cipitation amounts and intensity (Dabney et al. 2012, for example, ), thus providing results more113

akin to a sensitivity assessment than a full projection (see also Pruski and Nearing 2002). Others114

have looked at changes in F , as estimated from monthly mean precipitation changes in a handful115
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of GCMs (Nearing et al. 2004; Segura et al. 2014), and used the published relationship between R116

and F to deduce the change in erosivity. Others (e.g., Zhang et al. 2012) have temporally down-117

scaled the GCM monthly output (by linking monthly rainfall totals to the transition probability118

between dry and wet days and using a weather generator to create daily time series) and used the119

downscaled precipitation in an erosion model to directly provide estimates of runoff and soil loss.120

In contrast to the above studies, this study uses the daily rainfall output from 21 CMIP5 (Taylor121

et al. 2012) models, bias-corrected and downscaled to 1/8 degree resolution (the BCCDA dataset122

Maurer et al. 2007, 2014), to estimate changes in erosivity in the continental US under the RCP8.5123

emission scenario. Our approach is to duplicate for the models what the literature has done to es-124

timate R where observations of high-frequency rainfall were inadequate. Namely, we estimate the125

parameters of a statistical relationship between erosivity and daily precipitation from the available126

data, that is from observations of the 1980-2000 period, and we then use the same relationship to127

relate the GCMs’ future projections of daily and monthly rainfall to future projections of erosivity128

changes. Regrettably, the erosivity data available to us is limited to the climatological values; we129

do not have access to the full time series of erosivity. Ideally, we would estimate the relationship130

between daily rainfall and erosivity over a subset of the full time series, and use the remainder131

independent data to validate our results. We acknowledge that a lack of independent validation is132

a serious drawback. Thus, to overcome this limitation, we also estimate change in erosivity using133

the F and BF predictors as established in the literature, and we present the full range of uncertainty134

in our estimates.135

The details of the methods used are summarized in Section 2. Changes in the characteristics of136

rainfall and in other predictors for erosivity are presented in Section 3a, followed by changes in137

erosivity itself, estimated by different methods, in Section 3b. Section 4 summarizes and discusses138

the remaining challenges.139
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2. Data and Methods140

a. Overview141

This study uses observed rainfall (daily time series for 1980-2000) and erosivity (mean for 1971-142

2000) from the PRISM group (Daly and Taylor 2002) on a 1/24th of a degree grid (about 4km).143

The rainfall dataset has been extensively documented and used (see Daly et al. 2002, 2008, which144

have more than a thousand combined citations), while the erosivity dataset has been only partially145

described in the peer-reviewed literature and was obtained curtesy of C. Daly (Oregon State Uni-146

versity). The station-based calculations of storm characteristics and erosivity on which the map is147

based are described by (Angel et al. 2005) and Palecki et al. (2005) as well as in a more detailed148

report to the funding agency (Hollinger et al. 2002). We summarize here the many steps involved.149

First, 23 stations with continuous, breakpoint rainfall measurements (which record the time150

of significant change in rain rate, together with the value of the change) were used to estimate151

a correction to the maximum 30-minute intensity I30 values obtained from discrete 15-minute152

averages (I30)B = 1.034 · (I30)15. Second, for each storm E was computed as the sum over all time153

intervals (covering the storm duration) of the product of rainfall depth and rainfall kinetic energy154

(an exponential function of intensity; see McGregor et al., 1995). Third, a transfer function was155

developed for 1,842 quality-controlled 15-minute stations, linking the storm erosivity values EI30156

for each rainy day (calculated as above) to the rainfall accumulation P. The transfer function has157

the form EI30 = aPb and the coefficients a and b were computed by least-squares fit using year-158

round data (r2 values for the regression were reported to be “typically above 0.5”). Note that the159

regression is based on all storms except those with a return period greater than 100 years—even160

though snow storms and storms with accumulation less then half an inch of rain are traditionally161

not included in the calculation of annual erosivity R, but very intense storms are. Finally, the162
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1971-2000 mean R was calculated for daily-resolved gauge data for stations co-located or nearby163

the 15-minute stations, according to the formula:164

R = ÂEI30 '
a
N

N

Â
n=1

365

Â
d=1

Pb
d , (4)

where N is the number of years (30 years) and Pd is daily precipitation.165

The creation of the gridded erosivity map based on the 1,842 point values of R is described in an166

unpublished EPA report (Daly and Taylor 2002). In general it follows the PRISM method outlined167

in (Daly et al. 2002), but using mean annual precipitation for the period 1961-1990 as guidance in168

the interpolation in regions with significant topography or near coastlines. In flat, homogeneous169

areas the interpolation acts instead to smooth out differences which were not deemed physical (but170

instead due to data issues, such as missing data, difference in measuring equipments or period of171

records, and random noise). The final R field obtained by this procedure has a spatial resolution of172

1/24th of a degree, but for comparison to model data, we regrided it to a resolution of one eight of173

a degree (0.125�). We refer to this observation-based estimate of R as our “target R”.174

Climate change is estimated in this study from a 21-model subset of the CMIP5 ensemble (Taylor175

et al. 2012), which has been statistically bias corrected and downscaled to a resolution of one176

eight of a degree (0.125�) according to the method of Maurer et al. (2007, 2010, 2014) . This177

dataset, known as the Bias-Correction Constructed Analog Version 2 data (BCCAv2), provides the178

daily precipitation data that is used to calculate present-day and future erosivity in the contiguous179

United States in the historical simulations and the RCP8.5 scenario. The steps that transform180

CMIP5 output into BCCAv2 are as follows: GCM output is first regridded to a 2�resolution, then181

a quantile matching procedure adjusts the rainfall values to match the observed climatology, then182

a constructed analog technique2 is used to downscale from coarse to fine resolution. Finally,183

2An analogue for a given daily weather pattern can be constructed by combining patterns from a library of previously observed patterns; using

a companion library of high?resolution patterns creates the high-resolution downscaled estimate.
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another step was necessary to correct a dry bias that was reintroduced by the constructed-analog184

downscaling method: a ratio scaling factor was uniformly applied to correct the annual mean185

precipitation to again match observation. Note that this rescaling is not expected to correct biases186

in higher moments of the rainfall distribution. Details can be found in Maurer et al. (2007, 2010).187

b. Rainfall Characteristics188

Figures 1 and 2 present, for observations and the model ensemble respectively, a quick overview189

of the rainfall characteristics that are most likely to influence erosion: mean annual accumulation,190

mean daily intensity (defined as the average rainfall accumulation on days when it rains), the burst191

factor, and the modified Fournier index. The observed characteristics are well known. The western192

coast ranges receive plenty of precipitation, but otherwise the western states are quite dry; east of193

the Rockies precipitation is generally more abundant, especially in the South East and in places194

along the Appalachian range. The same pattern is repeated and intensified in the intensity field,195

with especially high intensities in the Southeast. Unsurprisingly, both the burst factor B and the196

modified Fournier index F show a mixture of the accumulation and intensity patterns.197

The model ensemble reproduces the annual accumulation and F very well, as expected from the198

fact that we are using bias-corrected datasets. Instead, the quantities that are based on daily, rather199

than monthly, data are not at all well captured. Maximum values in the intensity field are muted200

compared to observations by a factor of at least 4 (changing the threshold for a rainy day from 0201

to 1mm/day does not solve the problem, not shown), and the low-intensity also affects the burst202

factor, especially in the Southeast. This can be explained in part by the lower resolution of the203

model data , but it seems that the bias correction does not fully address the notorious drizzle bias204

that plagues GCMs (Dai 2006).205
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Because of concern with the unresolved bias in daily rainfall intensities, we proceed by estimat-206

ing erosivity and erosivity changes in two ways: one that is more closely related to the original207

erosivity calculation (but is affected by the intensity bias) and one that is unaffected by the bias208

(but for which the formulation of the erosivity calculation is less well motivated).209

c. Erosivity Calculations Using Observed Daily Rainfall210

Figure 4a shows the target (observed) 1970-2000 annual erosivity. The maximum values are211

along the Gulf Coast and Florida, and decline further to the north. Erosivity in the western US212

is extremely low, aside from the mountain regions of the West Coast (note, though, that snow213

might be contaminating these observational estimates in these areas). Unsurprisingly, the R pattern214

is reminiscent of both annual mean P and intensity, but some details are different, such as the215

very high values of R in southern Florida. This pattern differs from that of erosion itself, as216

steep topography favors erosion in most of the western US (Judson and Ritter 1964) and land-217

use practices enhance or mitigate the effect of erosive rainfall (Gyssels et al. 2005; Montgomery218

2007).219

To compare climate models to observations, we would ideally calculate the model erosivity220

using the same formula that was used in the making of the observational dataset. Unfortunately,221

this is not strictly possible. The main reason is that the observed coefficients a and b were not222

reported in the literature. A secondary reason is that we use gridded values of precipitation, and223

even though the grid of the downscaled dataset is quite fine, coefficients estimated from gauge224

values may not necessarily be appropriate for a gridded dataset. Still, we want to calculate R from225

daily rainfall using the same functional form, and in order to do that, we need an alternative way226

to estimate the coefficients a and b that does not require temporally resolved values of R. Our227
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choice was to exploit the fine spatial resolution of the gridded R dataset, and use that in place of228

the missing temporal resolution.229

For every 1�x 1�square, we take the mean 1970-2000 erosivity and daily time series for the230

period 1980-2000 (PRISM daily rainfall is not available prior to 1980) and use the 625 grid points231

in this subdomain to determine the coefficients a and b in the formula R ' a
N ÂN

n=1 Â365
d=1 Pb

d . This232

provides us with a 1�x 1�gridded map of a and b, which we then interpolate linearly to the same233

resolution as the PRISM data and smooth to the 0.125�resolution of the models. In the fitting234

routine we require that a be positive and b be greater or equal 1 (a choice consistent with the235

parameter values reported in Hollinger et al. 2002). We want the formula linking rainfall and236

erosivity to be sufficiently robust to produce a good fit to the target R when applied to rainfall237

at somewhat different resolution, so we check its performance on the same observational rainfall238

data, but regridded at the coarser resolution of the downscaled data, 1/8�. Although this check239

is not using fully independent data, using data at coarser resolution as input does introduce some240

degree of separation from the data used in the fit. In the eastern domain, grid points for which241

the fitting routine selected outlier values (very different from nearby points, but without a clear242

physical feature to justify the sharp gradient) yielded large errors when the regression was applied243

to the coarser data. To partially avoid this, we imposed as a search criterion in the least-square244

fitting procedure that the regression coefficients were bound to be close to the large-scale values245

over homogeneous areas, and outlier values of the regression coefficients were discarded. This is246

consistent with the choice made by the PRISM team to use a smooth interpolation in the Eastern247

US.248

Figure 4 compares to the target map the erosivity obtained by regression on the 1980-2000249

1/8�daily PRISM rainfall, as well as maps for the a and b coefficients. The exponent b is close to250

1 over the eastern part of the States, but it rises above 1.5 in the West. The multiplicative constant251
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a is most reminiscent of the R and P fields, with values close to 0 in the west (which offsets for the252

quadratic term in precipitation) and maximum values in the southeast. Figure 4 shows the absolute253

and relative error between the 2 R estimates. Overall, the regression produces a good match to the254

original field, but a close look reveals that there are some regional biases. In particular, the West255

coast has much lower erosivity in the target field than that calculated by the regression; in fact,256

when looking at the relative error, most of the west appears to be problematic: the errors are small257

scale and patchy, so the regional bias is not as strong as the local bias, but there is an overall258

tendency for the regression model to over-predict erosivity.259

d. Erosivity Calculations Using the Observed Modified Fournier Index F260

An increase in the intensity of rainfall, especially in the frequency of the most extreme events,261

is a robust expectation for future climate change, supported by theory (e.g. Trenberth 1999;262

O’Gorman and Schneider 2009), modeling (e.g., O’Gorman 2012; Tebaldi et al. 2006; Sillmann263

et al. 2013), and observations (e.g., Alexander et al. 2006; Lenderink et al. 2011), and the effect264

of such changes on erosivity can only be assessed by using daily rainfall data. For this reason,265

we have calculated erosivity from daily precipitation, as shown above. Nevertheless, the biases266

in daily intensity that persist even in this bias-corrected dataset shed doubt on the ability of this267

method to accurately capture changes in erosivity and, therefore, we include estimates of erosivity268

obtained from monthly-averaged rainfall data—which was shown above to be close to observa-269

tions.270

Specifically, we calculate R from the modified Fournier index F , which is one of the most widely271

used indices, with an established literature for the US. Renard and Freimund (1994) used high-272

frequency gauge data from 132 stations to derive a relationship between F and R for the continental273
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US; the relationship is described by two equations:274

R = 0.7397F1.847 (5)

and275

R = 95.77�6.081F +0.4770F2, (6)

where Eq 5 holds for F < 55mm and Eq 6 holds for F > 55mm and F is defined as in Eq 23.276

Reinard and Freimund found that neither relationship could be applied to the stations of Washing-277

ton, Oregon, and California because winter snow was coming into the calculation of F , but should278

not contribute to R. Their criterion to exclude such stations was that no month between October279

and April should contribute more than 15% to the annual accumulation. We have followed the280

same, quite arbitrary, criterion.281

Other scholars have found different relationships for other locations (see the many examples282

reported in Schönbrodt-Stitt et al. 2013), both linear and of the form R = aFb, and the litera-283

ture repeats Arnoldus’ recommendation that relations obtained using the modified Fournier index284

should be applied only to locations within homogeneous climatic regions. Therefore, we also ap-285

ply the same method described above for daily precipitation and estimate local R to F relationships286

for points in each 1�x 1�square, allowing for both a linear and a power law relationship. Thus, we287

have three ways of estimating R form F .288

Applying Equations 5 and 6 to the gridded PRISM data leads to overestimating the erosivity289

everywhere in the US, with the only exceptions of eastern Texas and Florida (Figure 3c). The290

fact that the error is of the same order of magnitude as R itself is not inconsistent with the errors291

shown by Reinard and Freimund (see their Figure 3b), but the positive bias in the estimate is292

harder to explain. Nonetheless, we note that the relationship between F and R in the literature293

3Note that these are the equations reported in the figures. The main text in Reinard and Freimund contains a graphical error in Eq 5, and

subsequent citations in Nearing (2001) and Segura et al. (2014) contain a typo in Eq 6
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for many world regions is often linear, and, as will be shown below, the local-regression methods294

suggest a much weaker dependence on F than the Reinard and Freimund’s formulas in all but a295

few mountainous regions of the US.296

To determine the F to R relationship from local regressions, we have tried several functional297

forms: a linear relationship, a power law, the sum of the two, with and without subjective bounds298

on the coefficients. Here, we present results from the linear and power law functional forms.299

Nonetheless, we imposed an additional regional constraints to avoid small-scale noise in the coef-300

ficient fields: the noise was deemed unphysical and it gave rise to large local errors when the fit301

was applied to the 1/8� PRISM data. In particular, we have imposed that the relationship between302

F and R stays close to linear in the Southeast. This trial-and-error fit without a-posteriori verifica-303

tion would be problematic if we were to claim that it proves a physical connection between F and304

R. But our goal is much more modest: we assume that a relationship between F and R exists, as305

established in the literature, and simply obtain a scaling between the two quantities that performs306

better than Reinard and Freimund’s formulas.307

The end result of the local regressions are presented in and Figures 3d,e, 5, and 6. The case of a308

linear fit provides the best fit (Figure 5): the errors are small and very patchy, indicating that there309

are weak regional biases in the estimate of the erosivity field. The power law produces errors of310

larger magnitude, and their severity is worst in the western US. Here, the power law coefficient311

sets a stronger-than-linear relationship between F and R, and the end result is a regression that312

over-estimates erosivity. In both the linear and non-linear cases, the local regression allows us313

to calculate erosivity for the entire domain, including the West Coast, but errors there are larger.314

Moreover, the issue of including snow in the erosivity calculation is not properly addressed by315

any of these methods, although changes from snow to rain might indeed be an important factor in316

determining future changes in erosivity.317
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R is better approximated using F than with the daily precipitation. This is somewhat surprising,318

given that it is the daily precipitation that goes into the original R calculation. On the other hand,319

it might be that the use of annual mean rainfall in the interpolation of R from point measurements320

to the gridded field introduces a bias in R, making the field more similar to rainfall accumulation321

than it would otherwise be.322

e. Erosivity Calculations Using Historical Model Data323

When applied to the model ensemble daily rainfall data for the 1980-2000 period in the histor-324

ical simulations, Equation 4 with the coefficients of Figure 4 yields a very reasonable pattern of325

erosivity (Figure 7a), but with obvious biases. The absolute error is large along the West coast,326

but comparable to what is obtained by using observed daily rainfall for the fit (see Figure 4), and327

also large in the southeast, where erosivity is overestimated by the regression by 10 to 40%. This328

is somewhat surprising, given that in the same region the models underestimate rainfall intensity;329

yet, in this region the relationship between rainfall and R is very close to linear, so it is possible330

that the positive bias in the number of rainy days (given that the mean has been corrected, low in-331

tensity must go together with high frequency) translates to the overestimation of erosivity. While332

the relative error in the eastern US is only prominent in Florida and coastal regions, it is large ev-333

erywhere in the west. Nonetheless, here the error pattern is as patchy as was seen for observations334

in Figure 4, so that the overall regional bias is not as severe. The western US is also the region335

for which there is more scatter across the model ensemble, as signified by the intra-ensemble co-336

efficient of variation (the standard deviation of the inter-model spread, divided by the multi-model337

mean erosivity, 7b).338

When we calculate erosivity from the models’ F , we obtain somewhat better results. Similar339

to what is seen for the observations, the linear relationship captures R with the least bias, while340
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the non-linear relationship induces a worst overestimation of erosivity in coastal regions of the341

Gulf and the Southeast and in the western US. Erosivity in the Great Plains tends instead to be342

underestimated by the models. The biases in model-estimated erosivity are all qualitatively quite343

independent of the formula used to calculate the estimates, but they are smallest when R is linked344

linearly to F , as one would expect from the fact that monthly rainfall (and thus F) were the target345

of the bias-correction.346

3. Projections347

a. Rainfall348

Figure 10 shows the end-of century projections for annual rainfall accumulation, mean daily349

intensity, the burst factor, and the modified Fournier index. All four fields show overall future in-350

creases over most of the North American continent. The annual precipitation signal in the northern351

part of the domain (Canada and US) is clearly positive, with anomalies replicated across the en-352

semble (stippling indicates 15 or more of the 21 model agreeing on the sign of the anomalies), but353

in the southern part of the domain the anomalies are weak and not very robust. Although barely354

significant (see the limited extent of the stippling), there is general drying in Mexico and Texas, ex-355

tending into the Southwest US, and more positive anomalies in the eastern Gulf and Florida; This356

is consistent with the expectations reported in the literature for both CMIP3 and CMIP5 models357

(see for example Seager et al. 2007, 2014; Biasutti et al. 2011; Christensen et al. 2013; Maloney358

et al. 2014). The positive anomalies in Arizona are not expected. They are a consequence of359

the bias-correction method: the projections for the same 21 runs in the original CMIP5 ensemble360

show that the negative rainfall anomalies do extend farther north than their downscaled counter-361

parts. On the other hand, there is no significant difference between using only 21 runs from the362
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native resolution CMIP5 ensemble, and using 79 runs from 38 models in the CMIP5 ensemble363

(not shown).364

The intensity signal (see also Wuebbles et al. 2014) presents a similar pattern of stronger positive365

signal in the north and along the coasts, but in this case the region of consistency across models is366

more expansive across the US, with only the Colorado Plateau and the southern Great Plains not367

showing a robust increase in intensity (anomalies are nonetheless positive).368

The modified Fournier index is more robustly positive than the annual accumulation, from the369

East coast to the Mississippi and from the West coast across the Rockies. The southern Great370

Plains show negative change in F , but the anomalies are inconsistent across the ensemble. Also,371

F increases at the Gulf Coast even though mean annual P declines here, a difference caused by an372

increase in monthly intensity that dominates over the mean drying. The strengthening of the robust373

pattern of anomalies in F compared to annual rainfall is an indication that the seasonal cycle of374

rainfall will be getting more peaked, i.e. more rain in the rainy season.375

Changes in the burst factor B are the most uniformly positive. B values reflect changes in both376

mean rainfall and rainfall extremes. This is especially true given that we have calculated the377

effective rainfall entering B using the observation-derived threshold of half an inch, which corre-378

sponds to higher rainfall percentiles in the models. Moreover, the maximum daily rainfall for the379

month enters the calculation directly. The domain-wide robust increase in B—extending farther380

than either mean rainfall or mean intensity—is consistent with the expectation that the intensity of381

extreme rainfall events will increase more than average rainfall and average intensity.382

Given the pattern of robustness and uncertainty in the predictors of erosivity (that is, in mean383

annual rainfall, daily intensity, F and B), we can expect that erosivity changes will be generally384

positive, but quite uncertain in the southern and central US and dependent on the method used385
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to estimate erosivity from rainfall. In the following section we look at such changes in a more386

quantitative way.387

b. Erosivity388

Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the multimodel mean difference in erosivity between the 1980-389

2000 and 2080-2100, both in erosivity units (MJ mm ha�1 h�1 year�1, top panels) and in units390

of % of the 20thcentury values (bottom panels), alongside the intra-ensemble scatter in the same391

quantities. In Figure 11, R is estimated from the daily precipitation values, while in Figure 12 and392

13 , it is estimated from F , either through a linear or through a non-linear regression, as described393

in Section 2.394

As would be expected from the rainfall changes, the models suggest an overall increase in ero-395

sivity across the US, but the details of the projections change quite significantly depending on the396

method used to estimate R. When daily precipitation is used, the increase in erosivity covers the397

west, east and north central U.S., with negative anomalies in Texas and north into the Colorado398

Plateau. Conversely, the estimates obtained from the Modified Fournier index would indicate pos-399

itive anomalies in Texas (as in most of the domain) and only a region of very weak decrease in400

erosivity further north around Colorado and Kansas.401

These patterns match very closely the patterns of the erosivity predictors (rainfall changes and402

F), indicating that non-linearities have a weak role in setting the erosivity anomalies. For R using403

daily data the changes are primarily driven by the changes in mean accumulation. For R calculated404

via F changes in monthly intensity are more important and there are regions where R increases405

even as accumulation declines, because an increase in monthly intensity dominates.406

In spite of the overall uncertainties and biases in the model estimates, it is nonetheless clear that407

the expectation of increased erosivity for most of the US is supported by this analysis, and that408
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strategies to prevent soil loss will need to be implemented in a variety of environmental conditions,409

from the mountains of the West to the northern Great Plains, to the Appalachian Range and the410

Eastern Seaboard.411

4. Conclusions412

Changes in soil erosion have many drivers and a full evaluation of the effect of climate change on413

soil loss and sediment deposition can only be achieved by a truly integrated assessment that takes414

into consideration changes in vegetation and land use. At the moment, the coupling of climate,415

vegetation, and landscape dynamics at the scales relevant for erosion is not yet achievable, and an416

assessment of erosion risks under global warming must, by necessity, take a simplified approach.417

Here, we focus on the one driver of erosion most directly related to climate: rainfall erosivity.418

The purpose of this study was to provide an assessment of the projected changes in erosivity419

for the continental United States, based on the most up-to-date projections of climate change. We420

have used downscaled rainfall projections from 21 climate models from the CMIP5 archive to421

estimate future erosivity changes. To estimate erosivity, we have used both daily rainfall values422

and the modified Fournier index–which is based on monthly rainfall accumulation–and derived423

the scaling relationship between rainfall and erosivity from observational estimates of both. While424

daily rainfall maps are available for the period 1980-2000, only the mean value for the 1971-425

2000 is available for erosivity. Such a dearth of data hinders a robust estimate of the relationship426

between rainfall and erosivity, and introduces another large source of uncertainty in the estimate427

of future changes, comparable to that due to the spread in climate projections across the CMIP5428

ensemble.429

Overall, we confirm that the general expectation of worsening erosivity under climate change430

is correct, but uncertainty is large in large swaths of the United States, especially in the South431
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and in the interior. When erosivity is estimated from daily rainfall values, the multi-model mean432

indicates a decrease in Texas and the southern Plains, while an increase in erosivity is simulated433

by a majority of models when the estimate is done using monthly precipitation. The pattern of434

erosivity change estimated from change in F is consistent with what was found by Segura et al.435

(2014) using just 3 models (with 3 scenario each) from the older CMIP3 archive. This consistency436

indicates that uncertainty in the method of estimation of R is more consequential than that derived437

from the spread in climate simulations.438

A more quantitative assessment will remain a challenge, hindered both by model deficiencies439

and by lack of complete erosivity records from observations. Ameliorating the biases in the rep-440

resentation of rainfall intensity in climate models is bound to help, and the task is already on the441

modelers’ agenda. So is the need for reducing uncertainty in the projections of regional climate442

change. But the uncertainty stemming from the relationship between rainfall and erosivity could443

be ameliorated without having to wait for progress in climate models. Progress could be made by444

recalculating erosivity time-series from high quality gauges, and high-frequency, high-resolution445

satellite estimates of rainfall, so that a more detailed and more reliable record of the connection446

between daily rainfall and erosivity can be established for the entire US.447
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FIG. 1. Observed Rainfall Characteristics for 1980-2000 in the PRISM dataset (mm/day). (a) Mean annual accumulation . (b) Mean daily

intensity (i.e., accumulation on rainy days, where a rainy day is any day with rain above 0mm/day). (c). Modified Fournier Index, the sum of

the squared monthly rainfall, divided by the annual rainfall. (d) Burst factor, the sum of the product of monthly rainfall accumulation with the

maximum daily rainfall for the month, divided by the annual rainfall.
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FIG. 2. As in 1, but for the average of 21 downscaled CMIP5 models (the BCCAv2 dataset).
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FIG. 3. (a) Target erosivity field. (b) Erosivity calculated by regression from daily precipitation, using the formula R = a
N ÂN

n Â365
d Pb

d (details

in the text). (c) Erosivity calculated from annual Modified Fournier Index F , using the published formula of Reinard and Freimund. (d) Erosivity

calculated by regression from annual Modified Fournier Index F using the formula R = a · F + b (details in the text). (e) Same as in (d) but using

the formula R = a · Fb.
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FIG. 4. Erosivity calculated from daily precipitation, using the formula R = a
N ÂN

n Â365
d Pb

d (details in the text). (a) The multiplicative

coefficient “a” in the above formula, calculated by regression on the grid-points in each 1�⇥1�box (b), as in (a), but for the exponent coefficient

“b”. (c) Absolute error between the estimate of R in Figure 3b and the target field in Figure 3a. (d) Relative error in %.
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FIG. 5. Erosivity calculated from annual Modified Fournier Index F , using the formula R = a ·F +b (details in the text). (a) The multiplicative

coefficient “a” in the above formula, calculated by regression on the grid-points in each 1�⇥1�box (b), as in (a), but for the coefficient “b”. (c)

Absolute error between the estimate of R in Figure 3d and the target field in Figure 3a. (d) Relative error in %.
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FIG. 6. Erosivity calculated from annual Modified Fournier Index F , using the formula R = a ·Fb (a) The multiplicative coefficient “a” in the

above formula, calculated by regression on the grid-points in each 1�⇥1�box (b), as in (a), but for the coefficient “b”. (c) Absolute error between

the estimate of R in Figure 3e and the target field in Figure 3a. (d) Relative error in %.
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FIG. 7. Model estimate of erosivity calculated using the method of Fig 4. (a) Ensemble mean erosivity. (b) Intra-ensemble standard deviation,

divided by the ensemble mean erosivity (%). (c) Absolute error of the ensemble mean, compared to the target R. (d) Relative error of the ensemble

mean.
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FIG. 8. Model estimate of erosivity calculated using the method of Fig 5. (a) Ensemble mean erosivity. (b) Intra-ensemble standard deviation,

divided by the ensemble mean erosivity (%). (c) Absolute error of the ensemble mean, compared to the target R. (d) Relative error of the ensemble

mean.
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FIG. 9. Model estimate of erosivity calculated using the method of Fig 6. (a) Ensemble mean erosivity. (b) Intra-ensemble standard deviation,

divided by the ensemble mean erosivity (%). (c) Absolute error of the ensemble mean, compared to the target R. (d) Relative error of the ensemble

mean.
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FIG. 10. Projections of changes in rainfall characteristics: difference between 2079-2099 and 1980-2000, where the future period is simulated

under RCP8.5 scenario and the past is from the historical simulation. Shown are ensemble mean differences, with stippling indicating that more

than 15 out of 21 models agree on the sign of the change. (a) Annual mean rainfall accumulation. (b) Rainfall intensity. (c) Burst Factor. (d)

Modified Fournier Index.
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FIG. 11. Projections of changes in erosivity: difference between 2079-2099 and 1980-2000, where the future period is simulated under

RCP8.5 scenario and the past is from the historical simulation. Erosivity is calculated from daily precipitation values as in Figure 4 (a) Ensemble

mean difference in erosivity units (MJ mm ha�1 h�1 year�1). (b) Intra-ensemble standard deviation in erosivity units. (c) Ensemble mean difference

in percent of mean 20th century values. (d) Intra-ensemble standard deviation in percent. Stippling indicating that more than 15 out of 21 models

agree on the sign of the change.
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FIG. 12. As in Figure 11, but for erosivity calculated by linear regression from the Modified Fournier Index F .
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FIG. 13. As in Figure 11, but for erosivity calculated by non-linear regression from the Modified Fournier Index F .
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